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PS/2 servers to

get Pentium, RAID

PRICE CUTS
MoviePak card's price
reduced by RasterOps

By CATE CORCORAN

A video compression/decompression card from RasterOps Corp.
is now 50 percent less, at $999.
The daughtercard for the Macintosh and Quadra works with Ras-

IBM will soon install higher end

system management
el 85 and 95 servers.

In August or September, the
95 will also be upgraded with
the Pentium chip, a RAID con-

Versions of the board bundled
with multimedia software have

also been reduced by $300.

troller, and SCSI

(800) 729-2656.

In particular, the Model 95
will gain internal Fast SCSI re-

Master Professional Series

dundant drives capable of supporting Fast RAID Level 5.
Previously, extra drives were
available externally.
The Model 85 and 95, which
currently have limited system
management and remote management features, will gain
more management capabilities
in the third quarter, said Dave
Andonian, the director of premium brands for the IBM PC
Co.
The Model 85 will also get
support for SCSI 2, Andonian
sald.
The two-channel Model 95
will support a total of seven
drives, including a 4mm tape
drive and a CD-ROM drive.
Hard files will be mounted on
a hot-insertion tray, enabling

dropped $2,000 to $16,995.

The 36-inch version is now

$19,995. The DrawingMaster
Plus now retails for $9,995 to
$11,995. (800) 932-1212.

ANNOUNCED
AST ends direct sales

for its Grid portables

Buyers will no longer be able to
order Grid computers through

the manufacturer's direct sales
phone line. The 800-number
sales will cease by the end of

July. Corporate buyers may then
purchase systems through
corporate sales representatives
or resellers. AST Research Inc.
acquired Grid as part of its deal
to buy all of Tandy Corp.’s com-

puter manufacturing operations.
(800) 876-4278.

Model 95 features

As expected, Digital Equipment
Corp. will open a design center
in Palo Alto, Calif., for developing
a low-cost version of its Alpha
AXP microprocessor. The chips
will power mobile and wireless
PCs. The effort lured back Rich
Witek, one of Digital's original Alpha architects, who left the com-

= Pentium processor
with L2 cache

= As many as seven drives
= Fast RAID 5 SCSI
= Hot insertion, redundant drives
= ECC memory

‘=> Fast printer port

pany last year to work on the Ap-

= (C2 security

ple-IBM-Motorola PowerPC chip.

Oce-Bruning, a division of OceUSA Inc, recently introduced a
line of plain-paper digital copiers
and plotters. The E-sized plotters
and copiers will be available

bility with Adobe Premiere and
supports Indeo and enhanced

QuickTime. The software also

has “Print to Video” capability.

(310) 449-7000.

The

Model

95, a 64-bit sys-

tem, will support 540MB SCSI
II fast files or three 1-gigabyte
drives, Saxby said.
The Model 95 will come in
three processor models based
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A 4MB write-back and writethrough cache will be standard
on the 95 server.
The Model 95 will also ship
with a new Express Parallel
Port, which sends 2MB of data

VSX configuration lets users
directly link monitor to printer

per second directly to two eight-

page-per-minute laser printers
to reduce LAN traffic.
All the PS/2 servers will ship
standard with a 256KB L2
cache, and the Model 95 will
have 16MB of error-correcting
memory
and Super
WGA
graphics.
The Model 95 will also offer
C2-level security. It will come
with a “logic lock,” which, when
enabled, will suspend operation
if the system’s front covers are

forced open.
Prices should be competitive
with Compaq Computer Corp.'s
ServerPro line.
All the servers in the PS/2 line
will support Windows NT when
it is available, according to SaxThe company will also begin
to move symmetric multiprocessing capabilities to its line,
Saxby said.
IBM, headquartered in Ar-

Seiko is offering users a faster method of printing with its
ColorPoint line, priced from $7,499 to $10,999.

Seiko’s printers offer
fast image capture

on the 60-MHz Pentium, the 66MHz
Pentium,
and
Intel's
486DX2/66.

(914) 765-1900.

Corp. — had touted other bene-

A ramp up in the production of

SHIPPING

EyeQ 2.0 includes full compati-

The system will automatically

configure to the appropriate
drive bay, which takes about 15
minutes, Saxby said,

monk, N.Y., can be reached at

By TOM QUINLAN

sales force starting at $37,990.
(708) 351-2900.

creating multimedia applications.

users to replace a defective
drive without shutting down the
system.

By KELLEY DAMORE

Seiko Instruments USA Inc. last

week introduced two color ther-

_

mal printers and a dye-sublimation printer for the CAD/CAM,
geophysical, and medical imaging markets.
The VSX Series printers use
a video interface instead of
serial, parallel, or SCSI interfaces to connect to a system.

Dubbed the VSX Video
Interface System, the configuration provides the user with a
direct hardware link from the
monitor to the printer. A video
bus adapter (VBA) connects
each display to the system,
providing a separate remote
control.
The WBA and the printers
are connected with video bus
cables in a serial daisy chain,

and as many as 16 individual

stations can be connected to
one or two VSX printers.
The ColorPoint WSX Model

4 and Model 14, both thermal
wax transfer printers, offer 300
dot-per-inch (dpi) resolution
and can print on A, legal, A4,

B4 sized paper. The color
ranges from 1.4 million to 16.7
million colors.
The Professional ColorPoint
VSX,

the dye sublimation ver-

sion, also offers a 300-dpi reso-
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lution and can print as many as

16.7 million colors.
The printers feature a fast
image capture that allows an
image to be captured and
printed in 4 seconds. There-

fore, the user does not have to

wait until a print job is complete to resume work.
With the multitiling feature,
between

two

and

14 images

can be printed on one page.
The Professional ColorPoint
VSX and the ColorPoint VSX
start at $10,999 and $7,499,
respectively.
Seiko, in San Jose, Calif., can
be reached at (800) 888-0817.

Flash memory may cost less, replace disk drives

through the company’s direct

New Video Corp. recently introduced the latest version of its
digital compression product for

2 for better

performance, said David Saxby,
general manager of server systems for the IBM PC Co.

CalComp recently dropped the
price of its DrawingMaster direct
imaging plotters. The Drawing-

with Adobe Premiere

and relia-

bility features into its PS/2 Mod-

terOps’ video display adapters.

EyeQ 2.0 is compatible
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flash memory, or static RAM
(SRAM), will determine just

how widely the memory will be
used in replacing such common
penpherals as hard disk drives.

fits of the memory,

such

as a

lack of moving parts, low-ener-

ey

use,

and

compared

durability

with

standard

when

de-

vices, the memory chip’s price
was a hurdle.
When

first

introduced,

a

has been

10MB PCMCIA memory card
listed for $1,000, severely limit-

cache and for use with subnotebook devices incapable of sup-

But Intel said enough flash
memory fabrication plants are

Until

now,

expensive

the nonvolatile,

memory

used primarily for high-speed
porting standard hard drives.

Although Intel and other
flash memory proponents — including AT&T, Advanced Micro Devices Inc., and Toshiba

ing the uses for the memory.

coming on line to meet the ex-

isting demand for the memory
as well as support new uses for
the memory design.
By 1994, supply will outstrip

officials said.

wafer can produce. That plant
will also begin producing 2Mb

and its manufacturing allies will

1994,

demand for the first time, Intel

By the end of this year, Intel

be turning out 1Mb, 4Mb, and
8Mb versions of the chip, which
should drastically lower the permegabit cost for the memory,

officials said.

Another factor in lowering

the cost of the memory will be a

lower wafer size used in manufacturing the memory.

Intel has already converted its

flash memory plant from a 1-micron process to a 0.8-micron
process, thereby increasing the
number of memory chips each

and 4Mb boot block chips in
Sharp, an SRAM manufactur-

ing and development partner
with Intel, will have on-line in

the fourth quarter a manufacturing plant for 8Mb SRAM
chips that use a 0.6 micron pro-
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CESS.

The NPNX plant, owned by

Nippon Steel and another Intel

|

ucts, is already producing 8Mb
chips using the 0.8 micron
process, according to Intel officials,
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partner for Flash Memory prod-
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